Friday Workshops

What’s Your Endgame?
You are in the action now and participating in adventure after adventure. But what is your
Endgame? Where do you see yourself going after high school? Where do you see yourself in 5
years? In this workshop we will find ways to explore our options and find a way to reach our
Endgame.
Friendly Neighborhood Spiderman
This superhero is well known as the friendly neighborhood Spiderman. The lyrics in the 90s cartoon
theme song sings, “Wealth and fame, he’s ignored. Action is his reward…He spins a web, any size,
catches thieves just like flies. Look out! Here comes the Spiderman!” As superheroes in the blue
jacket, we strive to hold the same selflessness as Spiderman. In this workshop, we will learn the
concept of servant leadership and how tapping into our own values and ethics can help us reach the
epitome of living to serve.
Powers to Promotion
Falcon displayed sacrifice, courage, and great effort. Captain America recognized Falcon’s efforts
and promoted him to be his successor. In FFA, we all make sacrifices, take brave steps, and invest
our talents in becoming the next generation of leaders who will change the world. Just like Falcon,
we can be promoted because of our determination. Join us as we recognize the value of promotions
such as the State FFA Degree and Proficiency Awards and identify strategies to achieve them.
Suit Up
Any superhero needs their super suit to save the day and defeat the villain. Just like heroes have
their super-suits, professionals need strong communication and respect. Together we will work on
capitalizing these skills to become the superhero our chapter needs.
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Building Your S.H.I.E.L.D.
How do we build our S.H.I.E.L.D in our FFA chapters? We want to create a MARVELous chapter
that rocks this world. We will be training and preparing for the most elite team. We will be sharing
and creating ways for us to take back to our chapters superpowers that will build your S.H.I.E.L.D
chapter.
Be the Fury
Nick Fury is the former Director of S.H.I.E.L.D., Strategic Homeland Intervention, Enforcement, and
Logistics Division, and founder of the Avengers. He is an unparalleled leader that finds the right
people for the right cause. As our chapter's leaders, we shall do the same. In this workshop, we will
focus on how we can help our members find opportunities in FFA based on their own strengths and
interests.
Assemble, Plan, Act
When the world seems upside down and the Avengers must act, they first assemble and create a
plan. This identifies everyone’s important role in achieving their task, and together, their impact is
magnified. FFA members, we too can assemble and plan in order to create an impact. Whether we
plan community service events, a chapter recognition program, a recruitment activity, or anything in
between, planning will aid us in bringing our best to every situation.
Repping Your Supersquad
Every superhero has something that helps us clearly identify them. Captain America has his shield,
Thor has a hammer, and Iron Man has his suit. Just like superheroes and supersquads, as FFA
members we help to uphold the brand of the FFA and our chapters. In this workshop, we will work to
find out how we want to identify our FFA chapters and create a strong brand for our supersquad.

